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NEW QUESTION: 1
In a database on an Oracle Exadata Database machine, a DBA
executes this command:
SQL&gt; exec DBMS_INMEMORY_ADMIN.ENABLE_FASTSTART ('fs_tbs');
What is the result?
A. Any data in the In-Memory column store is copied in
uncompressed columnar format to the FS_TBS tablespace.
B. All columns for all tables in the FS_TBStablespace are
loaded into the In-Memory column store.
C. Any data in the In-Memory column store is copied in
compressed columnar format to the FS_TBS tablespace.
D. Any data in the In-Memory column store is copied in row
major format to the FS_TBStablespace.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://docslide.us/download/link/database-in-memory-guide-orac
le-help-center-find-any- errors-please-report-them

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements about the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
(OCI) Command Line Interface (CLI) are true?
A. The CLI provides an automatic way to connect with Instances
provisioned on OCI.
B. The CLI provides the same core functionality as the Console,
plus additional commands.
C. The CLI allows you to use the Python language to Interact
with OCI APIs.
D. You can run CLI commands from Inside OCI Regions only.
E. You can filter CLI output using the JMESPath query option
for JSON.
Answer: B,E
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have an Azure subscription that contains the resources
shown in the following table.
You need to deploy a load-balancing solution for two Azure web
apps named App1 and App2 to meet the following requirements:
* App1 must support command injection protection.
* App2 must be able to use a static public IP address.
* App1 must have a Service Level Agreement (SLA) of 99.99
percent.
Which resource should you use as the load-balancing solution
for each app? To answer, select the appropriate options in the
answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: AGW1
Azure Application Gateway offers a web application firewall
(WAF) that provides centralized protection of your web
applications from common exploits and vulnerabilities. Web
applications are increasingly targeted by malicious attacks
that exploit commonly known vulnerabilities. SQL injection and
cross-site scripting are among the most common attacks.
Box 2: ELB1
Public IP addresses allow Internet resources to communicate
inbound to Azure resources. Public IP addresses also enable
Azure resources to communicate outbound to Internet and
public-facing Azure services with an IP address assigned to the
resource.

Note: In Azure Resource Manager, a public IP address is a
resource that has its own properties. Some of the resources you
can associate a public IP address resource with are:
* Virtual machine network interfaces
* Internet-facing load balancers
* VPN gateways
* Application gateways
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-gateway/wafoverview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtualnetwork-ip-addresses-overview-arm
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